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Tough issues

Catching up
with Quebec

That doesn't mean there should be 25 per e'ent
per quarter. There should be different
'
percentages per quarter, less money at less busy
times, like Christmas and winter. "
Trudy Grant, president of Sullivan Films,
TORONTO - What Ontario needs, Peter
TORONTO - Telefilm Canada's executive
agrees. "My feeling is that they need to do it
Mortimer, executive vice-president of the
director Pierre DesRoches issued a press release quarterly. They want their monies returned to
Association of Canadian Film and Television
September 28 reassuring Canadian producers
them on a quarterly basis, so they should be
Producers (ACFTP) told Cinema Canada, "is a
that" the Corporation would be able to meet all looking at giving the monies out on a quarterly
policy that recognizes the economic and cultural
the commitments it had made since the start of basis. It's a difficult situation, but if they spread costs of reduced production activity in the
its 1988-89 fiscal year. " This was after a story
it out further to a greater number of people, they province. "This sentiment is echoed throughout
broke by the Canadian Press and run on the CBC would be helping a greater number and not
the film and television industry, faced with
that Telefilm's Feature Film Fund had" dried
putting it all in one basket. "
reduced tax benefits from Ottawa and the
up" for the second year in a row.
Andre Bennett of Cinephile Distribution says, impending Free Trade Agreement.
DesRoches pointed out that because of an
"A sizable portion of the Telefilm Feature Film
"If there aren't any initiatives, the industry (in
additional $11. 4million granted by the
Fund should be channeled into specialty art
this province) has a major problem," says Barry
department of communications, Telefilm this
fi1ms and not the commercial product, because Young, president of Spectra Films. "Nobody
year had already agreed to assist in financing 30 the commercial product has other venues for
likes to address productions going elsewhere,
feature films, for atotal of $30. 5million. He said
financing. Specialty films have few other venues but if it's double in Quebec and not double in
that exhausting the film fund by the fall is to be for financing. "
Ontario, then of course this will happen. If
expected in a country where almost everyone
This brings up the always thorny issue of
Ontario doesn't move and the feds don't move
likes to shoot in the summer and submit funding whether the feature film fund, or any of the
by the end of the year, I'll take off my
applications in the spring. Because of the
many funds that Telefilm administers for that
distribution hat and put on my tax incentives
fall-winter freeze on funding at Telefilm last
matter, should be deemed cultural or industrial. hat. We couldn't offer any production
year, the lineup of producers looking for
Sam jephcott asks the question this way: "Is it
investment except production investment in
funding was longer than in many previous
appropriate that the funds should be politicized Quebec. "
years.
to the extent that geography and language and
The Province of Quebec offers film investors a
Film producers are now being asked to wait
minority groups should get primary attention?" 166 per cent tax shelter, and recent new licensing
until next year to make applications and
The additional $11.4 million that was allocated
regulations, which came into effect as part of the
television producers are being put on hold as the to the feature film fund early this year was
Quebec Cinema Act, bar most non-Quebec
corporation does a thorough survey of the funds earmarked for French-language and regionally- companies from distribution in the province.
remaining in this year's allocation. DesRoches
based films.
Sam Jephcott, president of the Canadian Film
confirmed that there is still money left for
There are other issues complicating Telefilm's and Television Association (CFTA), agrees that
dubbing, subtitling and marketing and the new present financial problems as well. Barry Young
Ontario should initiate a comprehensive policy
distribution fund of $17 million will come on
feels that" they are still digesting a little bit of last to prevent the downsizing of the production
stream November 1.
year's problem (when both the executive
business here. "It would seem that two
director Peter Pearson and chairman jean Sirois provinces, Ontario and British Columbia, are
However, Bill House, Telefi1m's director of
left almost simultaneously, setting off a public
Operations in Toronto, said at this year's
looking very hard at any initiatives they can take
row over management capabilities and
Festival ofFestivals' Trade Forum, "It is clear
to stop or equalize the initiatives that have been
government patronage). It would be nice if they
taken by Quebec and save their own domestic
that Telefilm needs a new way of allocating
were out of that mode now, but unfortunately
production.
funds. "The production community would
they are not. " Peter Mortimer suggests that
"Ontario is going a step further. It is looking
seem to agree. Peter Mortimer, executive
because of the changes in the federal tax laws,
at possible tax or financial incentives for
vice-president of the Association of Canadian
there is no other money for film investment in
Ontario-based productions and a number of
Film and Television producers, told Cinema
other factors which should be taken together
Cnrtllda, "There is perhaps a need to change the English Canada except government money.
"The 30 per cent CCA is just not attracting any
and form the basis of a policy for the province.
basis upon which the money is passed out at
money to film production. It isn't working. So
Ontario has to look at the whole basket and try
Telefilm, from the first-\:ome-first-served basis
really there is a total reliance on public funds. " to figure out away of putting all of the elements
to amore structured series of key dates
into a single, defined policy ..,
Mortimer and the other producers'
throughout the year so the situation of running
associations hope to be involved in aconsultative
Angela Longo, director of the Cultural
out is avoided. "
forum with Telefilm soon. He says, "1 think it's Industries and Agencies Branch of the Ontario
According to Sam Jephcott, president of the
Ministry of Culture and Communications, told
recognized by the production community and
Canadian Film and Television Association,
Cinema Canada in an interview, "Our Ministry
certainly by our association that this is not a
"While it is entirely appropriate that Telefi1m
has been concerned about the implications for
~e the vast majority of its commitments early situation that can be allowed to continue year
after year. There now seems to be a willingness the industry in Ontario since the federal
mthe fiscal year, Telefi1m should never be a
government changed the CCA program and
position of having to turn down projects which to consider a spectrum of ideas. "
some of their other initiatives, such as the film
get the rest of their financing together later in the
distribution
legislation, which was not as strong
TORONTO
The
Ontario
Ministry
of
Industry,
year. Therefore, what's appropriate is that 80
Trade and Technology announced at this year's as we has been led to anticipate . ltis an area that
per cent of the funds should initially be
we are reviewing closely, but 1can't speculate at
Festival of Festivals Trade Forum that it will
COJrunitted during the first quarter of the year
support a lecture series at the Canadian Centre this time whether that mayor may not happen.
and ahold-back of 20 per cent. "
.Barry Young. CEO of Spectra Films, offers a for Advanced Film Studies. Although there are 1don't think the Ministry would be comfortable
few details to date, the initiative is to support the to see the industry in Ontario diminish. "
sli~t1y different solution. "They should keep
Jonathan Barker, acting CEO of the OFDC,
business side of filmmaking and the Ministry is
therr allocations on a quarterly basis and keep
was a bit more specific, but he said it is still too
contributing $15,txXl for the series.
PUtting the money out throughout the year.
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early to say what the Liberal government will do
in this area. "There is serious consideration of a
number of alternatives. The Premier and the
treasury are actively looking for alternatives for
Ontario and if there is going to be a result, it's
going to be very soon. Ultimately, it is the
Cabinet that decides what to do. They'D be
given options in a month or so and they'll make
a decision. Cultural policy is a fairly high
priority, but at this moment, it is hard to predict
what will be in it. "
However, others in the Ministry believe that
nothing will be done prior to the federal election
and that there is some reluctance in the
provincial government to let the federal
government off the hook on tax matters. The
provincial Liberals have slowed down the pace
of legislative action considerably since they got
their overwhelming majority. The feeling is
among government insiders is that they are in no
hurry to move on anything right now.

Be Film fetes
successful first year
VANCOUVER - In September 1987 the British
Columbia government launched its first film
funding agency, BC Film. Ayear later the
lotterys funded body has invested $4. 5million
in indigenous production and has helped launch
10 locally written and/or produced features. The
total value of indigenous production begun
during BC Film's first year of operation is
estimated at $28.3 million.
By contrast, there were no indigenous
features shot the previous year and the total
value of B. C. productions was about $3 million.
BC Film boss Wayne Sterloff is, to put it
mildly, delighted. His first annual report shows
$4.3 million invested in long- form production.
Writer Phil Savath's name appears most, in
Stephen Foster's Milximilian Glick, john Conti's
Ricochet and Harry Cole's Lighthouse. Five
productions received the maximum half-millions-dollar investment with only two getting
less than $100,000.
"I think it's symptomatic of the backlog of
scripts that haven't been produced in the last
two or three years," Sterloff told Cinema Canada,
"Many scripts had been using Telefilm
development money just to stay alive. "
The emergence of BC Film filled in the funding
gap and then a silver-lined back cloud appeared
on the southern horizon - the WGA strike:
"Our union and guild memberships began to
realize that what had happened elsewhere - in
Britain, in Portugal- could happen here. The
American producers can come and can go. It
drove in the importance of having an indigenous
industry. The labour organizations were
exceedingly co-operative and understanding
with local producers. "
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BARBARA STERNBERG
hat is the relationship between feminist film/film theory and avant-garde film?
How have their developments intertwined, paralleled, conflicted with and/or
informed each other?
At a Ryerson Kodak Chair presentation in Toronto recently Yvonne Rainer was
questioned on the memorial dedication to Hollis Frampton that comes at the end
of her film The Mall Who Envied Women. In response, she mentioned her friendship with Hollis
and his influence in terms of her interest and useof language in film. Is Yvonne Rainer more a
part of an avant-garde film tradition or more feminist - this last film has certainly been
discussed in terms ofthe latter - or are "feminism" and "avant-garde" not mutually exclusive
50 " or" is inappropriate, or are these questions irrelevant and/or counter-productive in
themselves?
Several years ago during International Women's Year I was invited to speak on a panel on
Women in Experimental Film. At that time, Istated, rather glibly, that if one assigned genders
to genres, experimental film would be feminine, non-patriarchal in relation to Hollywood 's
masculine patriarchal. I pointed to experimental film's position outside and often countering
the dominantcinema, to its personal nature (made by an individual not acompany, of personal
motivation and often content - d. Jonas Mekas' notions of avant-garde and "home-movies" as
of the personal, heart, soul, home) and howexperimental movies are often made in the
filmmakers' basements or kitchens -like much women's art.
Now in the midst of reading Kaja Silverman'sTheAcoustic Mirror this thought hascome again
for other reasons. Silverman identifies strategies of narrative film (short/reverse shot plus
synchronous sound) which, in assuring an impreSSion of reality, succeed in covering over loss,
absence (=male fear of castration).
Experimental films do not generally employ thesestrategies and the films which do, generally
call attention to them and reveal the site of production. Brakhage's Faust film shows us the lights
on the setlhome; Yvonne Rainerinterrupts the diegetic space with direct address to the audience
("will all menstruating females please leave the audience"); Bruce Elder uses obviouslyfake sets
and costumes in the dramatic, sync-sound segments of Lamentations.
This refusal of experimental film to allow for an impression of reality, and with that the
satisfaction for the audience in a "secondary identification" and the relief of a "seeming safe
place"in which the male spectator is screenedfrom loss or the fear of loss, may account in some
measure, too, for the relative lack of popularity of experimental film.
In terms of audience then might one think that female viewers would be more receptive to
experimental film ?This assumption, however, would (asJunderstand it)be mistaking the use
of gender by attaching it to specific persons. For the audience position is a function of the
apparatus of cinema and in Hollywood or classic cinema, at least, the audience ismale. So where
does that leave women and experimental film?
Later in The AcollsticMirror Silverman, in a discussion of J. Kristeva 's notion of the "chora ",
mentions the avant-garde. "Significantly, however, Kristeva has been obliged to look rather for
a field for these ostensible' feminine' eruptions, passing over all the varied texts to have been
inscribed with a female signature in favour of the (male) avant-garde. Thus, we learn that
although the symbolic attempts to negate the chora, the maternal substratum of subjectivity
surfaces in carnivalesque, surrealist, psychotic and 'poetic' language."
Does Silverman's bracketing the word "male" before "avant-garde" indicate that avant-garde
is male despite and including the female practitioners? Or doesit mean that she (and Kristeva)
refer here only to male avant-garde filmmakers whoseem to predominate in numbers and who
certainly dominate the history?
What of Carol Schnee mann, Marie Menken, Joyce Wieland? When Silverman, in the chapter
"Disembodying the Female Voice", refers to women filmmakers, she uses Yvonne Rainer's Film
About a Woman Who ... and Patricia Gruben's Sifted Evidence. Both these filmmakers are
introduced in the chapter as feminist; both are included, in other accountings, with the
avant-garde.
In an article in The New GernulIl Critique (Winter 85) entitled "Aesthetic and Feminist Theory:
Rethinking Women's Cinema", Teresa de Lauretis refers to Laura Mulvey's identification of
"two successive moments of feminist film culture. First, she states, there was aperiod marked
bythe effort to change the content of cinematic representation ... This wasfollowed byasecond
movement in which the concern with the language of representation as such became
predominant. .. Thus, it was argued, that in order to counter the aesthetic of
realism ... avant-garde and feminist filmmakers must take an oppositional stance to narrative
'illusionism' and in favour of formalism."
But de Lauretis goes on in this article to" shift the terms of the question" and aims of feminist
theory toa "redefinition of aesthetic and formal knowledge" and, in so doing, she distinguishes
between male avant-garde film artists such as Brakhage, Snow, Godard and women filmmakers
such as Rainer, Ackerman, Duras. (I guess I could ask again here how Wieland, Menken,
Schneemann fit?)
De Lauretis continues to develop from a 'feminine aesthetic' to 'unaesthetic' to a notion of a
feminist' deaesthetic' - a term which, for me atleast, really clicked in terms of thelook of images
in my films. lama woman, afeminisl in living, and an experim.ental or avant-garde filmmaker.
Do Jfit somewhere?
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As well, BC Film has put $245,000 in
short-form production including several
episodes of CBC half-hour dramas, $45,000 in
pre-production and $25,550 for internship
training (all six recipients are learning to be
producers, a positive sign in a region ripe with
story ideas but short on overall management
talent).
Not that BC Film is ignoring writers: about 30
individuals have received script development
money in amounts ranging from $3,000 to the
maximum $10,000.
Sterloff is particularly pleased with the
astronomical increase in federal Telefilm
investment made possible by having matching
provincial funds in place. He estimates it at
between 500-600 per cent(totaI value: $12. 7
million) but points out that the West Coast is still
getting short changed by the Broadcast Fund.
He says his new Capitalization Fund, which will
invest in B. C. development companies rather
than individual projects, will make it easier to
compete with Toronto - based outfits.
He also points out that the private sector is
outspending even his own agency ($5. 7 million
versus $4. 5) and decries the low level of
National Film Board activity ($467,000). The
CBC spent$l. 3million while other broadcasters
invested $3. 5.
Although BC Film has now used up its initial
feature budget, Sterloff reports that the
provincial government is kicking in an
additional million dollars so that the agency can
forward funds to producers who were left
hanging when Telefilm spent its allotment
earlier than scheduled. Sandy Wilson's
California Dreaming is expected to take advantage
of the offer.

Canada Film Year:
1989-1990
TORONTO - The Academy of Canadian Cinema
and Television has announced that Canada Film
Year will begin in the early fall of 1989 and
continue until the end of the summer of 1990.
With a board of directors of 25 industry
members from across the country, chaired by
producer Stephen Roth, Canada Film Year Inc.
is a charitable nonprofit organization, whose
objective is to increase Canadian audiences'
awareness and appreciation of Canadian films.
Co-chairpersons of this long-awaited salute to
Canadian filmmaking are Gordon Pinsent and
Monique Mercure.
The celebrations are to honour, in 1989, the
10th anniversary of the Academy of Canadian
Cine~a and Television, the 25th anniversary of
the Cmematheque quebecoise and the 50th
anniversary of the National Film Board. Peter
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Mortimer, executive vice-president of the
ACFrP, is chairman of the Program COmmittee,
responsible for reviewing applications and for
approving funding for participation in Canada
Film Year.
The Academy will administer Canada Film
Year, which in tum will develop the national
programs. Managing director is Marie-Christine
Dufour, former press secretary to Rora
MacDonald, and on temporary loan from the
ministry of communications.
The estimated budget is $4 million. Telefilm
Canada will contribute $2.5 million from
investment revenues over three fiscal years and
the rest will be raised through corporate
financing, merchandising and special
fundraising.

MONTREAL - Canada has Signed a co-production agreement with Argentina .
The official signing between governments in
Montreal follows a joint industry-government
exploratory mission to Buenos Aires in early
September. The agreement facilitates the
pooling of financial resources and creative talent
of the countries involved.

PRAXIS FILM DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP
is designed to enable Canadian directors
and screenwriters to develop their
dramatic leature lilms with the
assistance 01 internationally recognized
professionals. Our commitment is to
innovative indigenous low-budget
feature films. Ascript, in at least firstdraft stage, may be submitted for fall or
spring sessions. Selected projects will be
rewritten in consultation with guest
writers and directors, and (in the spring
session) workshopped with professional
actors. We charge no fees and provide
no direct production funding.
SPRING WORKSHOP:
February and May, 1989
Deadline for application is November 7.
1988
FALL WORKSHOP:
October - December, 1989
Deadline lor application is July 14, 1989
For further information call Cath Moody at
PRAXIS, (604) 682-3100 or write:
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PRAXIS
350 Robson Street
Second Floor
Vancouver, B.C.
V6B2B2

Praxis is aprogram 01 the Centre for the Arts
at Simon Fraser University.
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